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B.G.Host To 1300 Prep Students For State Scholarship Exams Saturday
CAMPUS POLITICAL
PARTIES PREP FOR
MAY 10 ELECTIONS

Prepare Gala Day For High School Scholarship Students

UNIVERSITY FEATURES OPEN HOUSE
AS NORTHWESTERN OHIO STUDENTS
ASSEMBLE FOR COMPETITIVE TESTS
Dr. Hissong, W. C. Hoppes In Charge Of Examiners;

Board Nominates News,

■

Dean Jordan To Head Entertainment Committee;

Key Candidates; New

Music, Drama, Athletic Programs Planned

Party Is Formed

Bowling Green State University will welcome over 1300 high
school students, teachers and friends to the campus this Saturday
as all departments of the University cooperate to administer the
District State Scholarship Tests and to entertain the visitors.
With the whole day set aside to give the tests and to make
election to be held in the reception
the high school students and friends acquainted with the University facilities and activities, all build-^hall Wednesday, May 10. Rex Moorings on the campus will be open, and *—
head and Richard Fruth are running
special programs will be given by the
DAY'S DIRECTOR
for assistant editorship.
physical education department, the
Anthony Frances, Richard Lilley,
music department and the public
speaking and dramatic arts departand Gordon Humphrey will square
ment.
off on election day for editorship of
Nearly COO University students and
the Bee Gee News.
Frances is
faculty members will give their serpresent managing editor of the Bee
vices to help put this annual visitation and scholarship day over. StuGee News, Lilley is copy editor and
dents in the fields of English, French,
chief editorial writer, and Humphrey
Latin, mathematics, science, history
writes the column, Knock Before You
Enter and is editor of the University
and commercial work will assist the
faculty members in charge of the vasection of the Sentinel-Tribune.
rious tests in the grading of the high
Start New Party
school students' papers.
Setting the stage for a new party
Mr. W. C. Jordan, dean of men, is
in Bowling Green State University
chairman of the committee on enterpolitics, a group of students met
High school ilud.nl. coming to th, cumpui Saturday will be greeted by all departments of the University. tainment, and Dr. W. C. Hoppes, asThursday, April 26, and organised Coach Panl E. Landis, upper lift, will sand hit proteges, upper right, into tha Northwest Ohio District Track meat. sociate professor of education and
Tae
music department, lower isft, and the dramatic arts department, lower right, will present morning and
The Campus Government Association,
director of the campus training school,
and presented a slate of candidates, afternoon programs.
Uppar cantor shows the main concara of the high school students—the District State Scholarship Examina- is in charge of the scholarship tests.
setting off their first gun of the
Dr. Clyde Hissong, dean of the Coltions under supervision of University facalty and studants.
spring election to be held on May 10.
lege of Education, and representative
The central committee consists of
of the Northwest Ohio district of the
representatives as follows:
Dick
State Advisory Board, will preside
Fruth, John Rohrs, Bill Cromer, Dick
at the announcement of the results
McCartney, Don Maglott, Frank
of the scholarship tests at 4 o'clock
ZK. OtySM itissomj
Higham (chairman), Janet Stump
in the auditorium.
(secretary-treasurer), Graiia Grant.
Dr. Clyde Hissong, dean of the ColEntertainment Featured
Jean Balsiier, Marjorie Chapman,
The music department will feature lege of Education and representative
Speaks Three Times
to the State Advisory Board, will preMargaret Ernst, Wilma Holt, Harold
an open air band concert at 10:45
Frosh Thespians To Show
Dr.
H.
B.
Williams,
presidentLeggett, and Bob Wayland.
On "Sex And Marriage"
m. under the direction of Prof. Charles side at the announcement of the results of the District State Scholarship
emeritus, has contacted the President
F. Church. Mr. James Paul Kennedy
Talents In Chapel Today;
(Continued on page 4, col. 6)
Love should be an integral part of of the class of 1915, who has promised will present several of his students Examinations, Saturday.
life involving the mind, body, heart, to locate as many of the first gradu- in programs of vocal music at 9:30
Novel Features Expected
and soul for the greatest personal ating class as possible for the Silver a.m. and at 2 p.m. The University
Anniversary Celebration on June 3
Treble Clef Club which recently reThe freshman class will present the satisfaction, according to Dr. Roy and 4.
turned from a concert tour of Ohio
assembly program this morning, mak- A. Burkhart, non-sectarian minisMost of the thirty-five graduates
and Kentucky may sing at one of
ing use of their individual and group ter of the First Community Church, in this group were from the vicinity these programs.
Columbus, who spoke to a filled audi- of Toledo. The eleven members of
talents.
Solo parts on these programs will
the B.C. faculty divided their time
Al Drain will play a piano solo, torium three times last Thursday on between the Old Central High School be taken by Robert Dierks, baritone,
Miss Dorothy Mooney, of Fremont,
and John Huffman will play a selecDr. Gay W. Allen, professor of June Smith will give a reading in "Sex and Marriage."
Ohio, received the Faculty Women's
in Toledo and the Bowling Green City
tion
on
the
clarinet.
The
University
English, was elected president of the Jewish dialect, Dorcas Litherland,
His discussions were sponsored by Armory, where classes were held until
Club award of twenty-five dollars,
Clarinet Trio may also play.
local chap"senior girl who has attained high
the completion of the Administration
Sue Peaae, and Betty Hibler accom- the Y. M. C. A.
Plays
to
Be
Given
ter of the
scholarship, participated in campus
Building in the fall of 1915. The
The
public
speaking
and
dramatic
Balance
Needed
panied
by
Ruth
Heyman
will
sinjr
a
Ameri can
graduating class came to B. G. for arts department will have two pro- activities, and is of high moral charDr. Burkhart compared life to an
Association number, Howard Huffman will play
the summer session, and received grams during the day. In the morn- acter." The announcement was made
of Univers- his trombone, Vennie Petcoff and Ro- orchestra. Balance is essential to each their diplomas in July.
in Chapel last week by President F.
(Continued on page 4, col. 4)
ity Profes- ger Wheeler will give a chalk talk, for harmony and satisfaction, he
J. Prout.
Two graduates of this first class
sors at a Carol Cheney will read several of her pointed out. Sex life outside of love will receive degrees from the UniMiss Mooney is an English major
dinner
in the College of Education, She is
or marriage leads only to dissatis- versity this nummer. They are Mrs.
own
poems,
and
Marjorie
Sutter
will
meeting
literary editor of the Key, former
Martha Alice Harvey Parquette, and
held last play a harp solo. In addition the faction, though, since the individual is Helen Escott. Several members of
treasurer of YWCA, a member of
Thurs day freshman class officers will be intro- trying to divorce it from his life.
Book and Motor, Emerson, Foreign
the class are still teaching in Toledo,
evening in duced.
In his morning talk Dr. Burkhart while many are married.
Fifteen members of the journalism Language Club, and the Seven Sisthe Parrot
concerned himself chiefly with the
class traveled to Toledo last Thurs- ter Sorority. She was one of the few
Restaurant.
problems of those who date steadily.
day night for an inspection tour students to receive a four point averWomen's Gym, Natatorium
Other
To these people he advised a long acthrough the Toledo Times building. age last semester.
Logan
County
Club
To
officers elected were: Dr. Gilbert W.
quaintanceship, to establish compan- Will Open In September
Miss Neva West, Chairman of the
About one-half hour after the class
Cooke, vice-president; Mrs. Marguer- Sponsor Hoe Down
ionship ae well as love, before mararrived at the business office of the Scholarship Committee, stated that
ite Carpenter, secretary; and Dr. E.
riage and sexual relations.
Says President Prout
Toledo Times they had reached the Miss Mooney was particularly deE. Dickerman, treasurer.
The Logan County Club, in cooperaHe told the non-daters, in his afpress room. The first edition of the serving of the award because of her
Lack
of
funds
is
the
reason
behind
Retiring officers were: Dr. L. B. tion with the Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M. ternoon address, that their chief
morning paper was coming off the willing participation in activities, her
the
postponed
opening
of
the
Women's
Slater, president; Dr. H. C. WitherC.A., will sponsor an all-campus handicaps were their appearance and Physical Education Building, accord- press and on the front page appear- pleasing personality, and her industington, vice-president; Miss Grace
their attitudes towards themselves.
ed the story of the class's visit to the ry, as well as her high grades.
Wills, secretary; and Prof. Harry B. square dance in the men's gym on He stressed the fact that "beauty" is ing to a statement made by President plant. This efficiency fascinated the
May 11 from 7 to 9.
Mathias, treasurer.
rare ar.<! unnecessary to dating and F. J. Prout
Speech Classes Talk At
There is no money provided by the entire party.
Congenial Mr. H. H. Hartley, man
mat riage.
finance committee for the equipment
aging editor of The Times, escorted College Inn, Women's Club
Don't Stress Love Too Much
and operation of new buildings on
the group through the plant and exHe warned against an overemphasis the Bowling Green campus.
Three sections of Mr. Upton Pal*
plained the theory of news and oper- mer's speech 102 will give programs
on love, which plays an increasingly
The
funds
apportioned
to
Bowling
FORENOON
ations
of
various
departments.
He
Assembly for all Contestants—Auditorium
Dean W. C. Jordan, presiding important role in our lives. He show- Green State University at present stressed the importance of written of after dinner speeches at the Coled that it results in a disregard for is the same as it was before the ereclege Inn and the Women's Club res8:30—Organ Selections
Myrtle Jensen, University Organist
duty and loyalty after marriage. The tion of the Women's Physical Edu- pictures and simple composition in taurants this week.
9:00—Welcome Greetings
President F. J. Prout
character of the couple has to be cation building and the Natatorium. news stories.
Two classes will speak at afternoon
9:10—General Examination Instructions
Dr. W. C. Hoppes
Members of the party who made lunches, and the other will speak at
strong enough to keep them together
In order to take care of this new
9:20—Dismissed to Examination Rooms
when separation is a temporary expense the educational funds will
an evening dinner.
(Continued on page 4, col. 6)
9:30—While the examinations are In progress, there will be in the auditoritemptation, he pointed out.
have to be reapportioned if the budum a one-half hour program of music and dramatics for the PARDr. Burkhart's frankness and hu- get is to balance.
ENTS, TEACHERS, AND FRIENDS. You will enjoy the atThe president expressed the hope
mor made his speeches enjoyable. He
mosphere of our beautiful auditorium.
that both the Women's Gym and the
10:45—All buildings will be open at this hour to accommodate students and touched specific problems of the camNatatorium will be ready for use by
friends who wish to gee the campus. See the Library, the Dormitor- pus through a question-and-answer
ies, the Home Economics Living Quarters, the Music Studios, the forum at the end of each discussion, September.
making his lectures quite practical.
By PEGGY SLADE
♦
Reception Hall and many other interesting places on the campus.
Fletcher Henderson got his start
'As long as there is a younger genOpen Air Band Concert during this hoar.
in New York City and his ability
eration
there
will
be
swing,
but
I
Bailey
Bangs
Bank
NOON
New Officers Officiate
think it gradually will be of a quiet- for swinging isn't an impromptu In11:30—Complimentary Luncheon—Williams Hall_Dr. W. A. Zaugg, presiding
er nature," firmly asserted Fletcher spiration. He studied classical music
Night For 100 Bucks
<For High School Seniors invited to receive Certificates of Award At YWCA Cabinet Meeting
Henderson, Friday night at the In- for the piano 12 years. Raehmanln
high rank in the General Scholarship Teat, April 1, 1989)
off, whose Prelude in C Sharp Minor,
Marrion Bailey, 1120 E. Wooster ter-Fraternity dance.
The first YWCA cabinet meeting
AFTERNOON
Mr. Henderson, who has made over Mr. Henderson played Friday Bight,
12:46—RECREATION HOUR with opportunities for Contestant* to Partici- will be held on Thursday at 7 pm in Street, is $100 richer as a result of
the YW room. The new officers will attending a motion picture show last 401 arrangements for Benny Good- is his choice composer from his classpate:
man, is in great demand for his ar- ical background.
Tuesday night.
Dancing—Social, Tap, Modern, Folk—Reception Hall, Main Building assume their duties at this time.
Although playing at night clubs la
He was one of the Bsnk Night ranging ability. The Casa Loma orCommittee chairmen for the coming
Games—Volleyball, Pingpong, Badminton, Softball,
the orchestra's favored spots, while
Archery, ate.
Men'* Gymnasium and Athletic Field year are: Program, Violet Brubaker; winners at the Cla-Zel, and has been chestra, Jack Hilton and Ray Noble
both English orchestras, and Ishsm on this tour they have many colleges
1:80—Northwestern Ohio College Track Meet
_Stadium Social; Arlene Muhlhan; Member- walking on air ever since.
Jones are a few of the big name scheduled. Following Bowling Green,
It
waa
one
of
those
nights
when
a
ship,
Charlotte
I
man;
Music,
Sidney
2:00—One-Act Plays, Music etc.
Auditorium
White; Service, Margaret Wilson; man doesn't feel like studying, so bands he has arranged for. Tommy on Saturday night, the University of
(Complimentary to Contestants and Friends)
World Fellowship, Letha N is wander; Bailey went to the movie. Now he Dorsey is Mr. Henderson's favorite Virginia looked, forward to the sen4:00—Announcement of Examination
sational arranger.
has tlOO more for college expenses. swingster.
Results—Auditorium
Dr. Clyde Hissong, presiding Worship, Evelyn Myers.
Ruth Osborn, assistant Key editor,
is the only candidate for the office of
Key editor next year in the campus

DR. BURKHART SAYS THAT LOVE INVOLVES Old Grads Will
Return For June
MIND, HEART, BODY, IN Y-M LECTURE

Anniversary Fete

Miss Mooney Wins
Faculty Women's
$25 Senior Award '

Dr. Allen Elected
President Of Local
Chapter Of A. A.U.P.

Journalism Class
Visits Times Plant

Scholarship Day Program

FLETCHER HENDERSON PREDICTS SWING
WILL SWING QUIETER IN FUTURE
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instance, the student who knows all the answers
gets an "A", if he knows most all of them he
Published Every Wednesday of College Ye»r by The gets "B", and so on. Now, when he answers all
Students of Bowling Green State University
the questions, which should rate him "A", professor such and so puts him down to "D -" bet*M
Mate
1W»
cause he skipped two classes the first six weeks,
BssodrJed GbMUi Press
but some dummy who missed 9 out of 10 answers
gets "B" because he came to class every day —
STAFF
Robert Baron
Editor-in-Chief it doesn't make sense.
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Managing Editor—Anthony Frances, phone 7982. Assistants—Richard Lilley, Annetta Gainer, George
Bcattie, Jean Dowell, Allene Schnnaiter, James Platt
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Allen Sautter, John Keown, Richard Dunipace, Sibyl
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Society Editor—Virginia Frances. Assistants—Peggy
Slade, Hilda Glover, Alice Spreng, Mary Powney
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Knock Before You Enter
By
Gordon Humphrey
DIRT:
I appreciate all the dirt and choice bits of scandal
which have been sent to me. It is all very interesting
reading, but printing dirt is against the policy of this
column (you may not believe it, but even I draw the line
on some things). "The paper needs a good dirt column
to pep it up," various students have told me. That is
pretty much a matter of personal opinion; and personally I don't believe that any sort of a dirt column is any
good. What people do — so long as in doing it they
hurt no one else — is strictly their own business. Then
there's another angle to it — if dirt is all that interests
you, then something is wrong with your head.

Duncan N. Scott HITLER:
PRO — Hitler's is a real success story; he rained himTHE BEE GEE NEWS FAVORS
self by his boot straps from a plain nobody to a ruler
Social room for men where men can smoke and talk. of a great nation .... if he is a bluffer he's at least getProgram of activities to halt the suit case parade. ting away with it ... . it's too bad he didn't take singConstruction of a new science building.
ing lessons — he has a charming voice ... he probably
Increase school spirit behind athletic teams and the has more brains than any of the democratic leaders
growing traditions of B. G. S. U.
lined up against him .... if brains, nerve, and bull
mean anything he'll get what he wants.
AND CON.: Hitler said last Friday that Germany was
big stuff when the United States was running around in
knee pants. So what! So was whooping cough ....
he also promised not to attack the U. S. — wc know he
Adolph Hitler's speech of last Friday recalled won't, but that doesn't mean the U. S. won't attack him
to mind a certain species about which we heard . ... if he wants war the rest of the world is dumb
considerable just a few years ago. But since our enough to givo it to him.
attentions have been attracted to the present
AND TO THE POINT: If I heard him correctly,
European scene with Hitler playing the leading
role, these characters which were once so im- ancle Adolph told uncle Roosie something about mindportant have taken only minor parts in the pub- ing his own business .... he's the first one who's had
tho nerve to say it, though probably not the first one to
licity (riven to this international comedy.
The Chancellor referred to them as the war think it ... . Hitler has extended the U. S. an invitation
mongers. We have heard of them in the past to settle the European situation on the grounds that
as war profiteers and more mildly as munition wo'vo taken such marvelous care of our own little probmakers, as capitalists eager for war and the lems .... I guess Hitler can't get used to Americans
profits of war. A few years ago we were cer- who plow crops under the ground while city dwellers
tain that the only reason there ever were war starvo to death in the streets — I can't quite sec the
scares was because of the activities of these men. point either.
Faculty Advisor

LET US LOOK BACK
AT RECENT HISTORY

In fact, it was brought out in a senate investigation that one certain financier together with
his bankers and clients had formed a huge propaganda machine composed of more than it hundred of America's larger newspapers for the purpose of "persuading" the American people to go
into the war on the side of the allies. We know
that there are still men of the breed of Zaharoff
and Shear, but we have forgotten about them
and what they might be doing in the present
mixtip. We college students aren't even holding
peace meetings any more, and not one of us has
declared that we'd rather rot in jail than fight
on foreign soil.
But don't worry! We haven't lost our humane
ideas altogether. But we are being carefully
worked on; we are being prepared for any eventuality in the international situation.
Whether the war profiteers have organized
another propaganda machine or whether they
are still using the old one is a matter of conjecture. But (he fact still remains that someone is
causing a lot of trouble in the world, and someone is making plenty of money because of it.
Of course, we don't say that any of our respected citizens are priming the world for another
war. Hitler says that. All we can do is recall
what we found out about some of these same
citizens and what they did in regard to the last
war.
And then, look at public opinion today in the
United States and start wondering if the American people can be talked into another war.

FIRST INTERiFRATERNITY
DANCE DESERVES PRAISE
The Fletcher Henderson dance, the first interfraternity function on the campus, was undoubtedly the most outstanding dance in many seasons. Henderson's jamming orchestra was the
first to be continuously applauded at a hop
here. In every sense of the word the whole
dance was a success.
The three fraternities must be commended
for the cooperation they showed irr-sponsoring
the dance. The Inter-fraternity council deserves
a bouquet for their excellent choice of a nameband and their diligent effort in putting the
dance across.
The fact that the dance payed for itself, with
the exception of a few incidental bills contracted
before the dance, shows that Bowling Green is
ready for more dances of the calibre that the
Henderson dance was.

CLASS ATTENDANCE
Burton Roscoe, renowned literary critic and
writer, implied once that he quit college because
class attendance was interfering too much with
his education. That statement isn't so stupid
as it seems on the surface. There is an education, a broad liberal education, to be gained in
college — but it takes nerve to dig it out, and no
amount of class attendance can educate anyone
who won't follow up class work with collateral
reading.
The student who reads a great deal of the
right stuff and who gets around enough to know
a few of the answers will get a pretty good education without attending classes at all — the
professors' personal vanity to the contrary.
Now, college, it is assumed, is an institution
designed to educate people. Grades, it is felt
are a standard of what the student knows. For

COLLEGE BRED; THE FOUR YEAR LOAF:
They take a potential bum out of his nutural environment, send him to college for four years, hand him a
degree, Bhake his hand, pat him on the back, and say,
"Now, son, you're educnted". But he's still a bum.

MUCH ADO ABOUT PLENTY:
Not that I care to dig up a dead sissy but that little
matter of a smoking room where men can sit, talk, smoke,
and wade in it hasn't been settled. There is • definite
need tor it, as they say in the editorials, and not much
in the line of air tight arguments against it. There
isn't much use in the opposing sides pointing out this or
that university which docs or does not have u smoking
room. The point is that we want a smoking room and
we're pretty certain that the cons haven't any more
chance against the pros than Albania had vs. Italy.

DRIPPINGS:
Musscr is a burnt bearing in the wheel of progress,
One look at his fuce proves Darwin's Theory.

Art often influences immoral conduct
for instance.

take etchings

With tho exception of tax payers, the man who foots
the bill usually gets what he pays for.

ON THE Q. T.

by
BOYD
MUSSER

Professor Swartz says we should talk with our instructors more than we do. We maintain the quickest
way to show your ignorance is to open your mouth.
ooOoo
"Beetle Brow" Humphrey has something in common
with the geography of Italy. There's a heel in both cases.
ooOoo
Since Dr. Burkhart's lectures, the Delhi House boys
have been reading Women's Home Companion.
ooOoo
Charlie Horse says the only difference between Hitler
and a gardener is the latter checks the squash and the
former squashes the Czechs I
ooOoo
Professor Reebs took a costly trip to Mexico a few
years ago. Upon return he was one broke Reehl
ooOoo
Next week one of the News Editor candidates will
remind us of good old mother earth. They'll be flattened
at the poles.
ooOoo
Flint, Mich., home town of some of our students, is
a romantic town. Where there's flint there's tparkl
ooOoo
According to the 12 weeks grades, some of the boys
have a feeling that Dr. Bourne should never ' ave been I
ooOoo
If you want to get all the low down about scandal,
the Parrot is the place. The 'miAV in this case is the
' loudspeaker'I
ooOoo
This is the month to hold that Cake Baking contest
There ought to be a variety of flower*!
ooOoo
Art Shanly felt like a sack of wheat while standing
under a street light last week. There was a thousand
miller* after him.
ooOoo
Some girls do so much talcing that they haven't anything left to say I

List Of Scholarship
Examiners Named

— At Your Leisure —
By RICHARD MeCARTNEY

T
MUSIC . . .
The clarinet is still king, according
to a collegiate survey made by BILLBOARD mag.
100 colleges in 36
states were surveyed. Last year was
the first attempt and these orks were
the most popular with college students: Benny Goodman, Tom Dorsey,
Hal Kemp, Guy Lombardo and Kay
Kyser . . . This year the survey
changed the orks around to Artie
Shaw, Kay Kyser,
,4 Tom Dorsey, Benny
Goodman and Larry
Clinton. The rest
of the votes were
distributed
evenly
among
28
other
bands from
Hal
Kemp to Joe Sudy ,
. . For male singers
Bing Crosby, Jack
Leonard, (with T.
R. McCartney Dorsey), Kenny Baker, Kenny Sargent (with Glen Gray),
and Nelson Eddy were the most popular .. . Female vocalists most popular were; Bea Wain (with L. Clinton), Ella Fitzgerald (with C. Webb),
Ginny Simms (with K. Kyser), Maxino Sullivan and Martha Tilton (with
B. Goodman) . . . Most colleges did
not favor mid-week proms and a few
didn't give a hang about orks . . .
Only 4 colleges in Ohio were polled;
Univ. of Cincinnati, 9,8.18 students.
3 big dances a year, and $2,500 a year
spent for orks; Western Reserve
Univ., 9,240 studes., 4 big dances,
and $1, 500 band budget; U. of Dayton, 1,000 studes, 3 big dances and
$3,000 for orks; and Kenyon, 280
studes, 3 big dances and $3,000 for
orks . . . Biggest school polled was
University
of
California,
12,110 studes, G big dances and $1,000
for orks; smallest college was Kenyon ... Of colleges of B.G.S.U.'s
size 11 were polled, they hold 2 to 28
big dances a year, and spend from
$1,200 to $0,000 a year for orks. The
averages then are 8 big dances and
spending an average of $2,828 band
budget for a year . . . From the above
figures then the average college
spends about $353.00 for each ork,
so that B.G.S.U. is not so far off in
the world of music as we had 2 big
dances and spent an average of $350
an ork ... ALL above figures EXCLUDE fraternity and private dances

CINE . . .
The war scare has slowed down
pix production in Hollywood until
conditions clear. In Great Britain
if war comes only propaganda pix

will be allowed to be filmed ... At
Cla-Zel tonight, Thurs. A Fit, is
"Yes, My Darling Daughter." The
Ohio censors left enough of this pix
to make a good story of comedy and
satire on people who have "advanced"
views on marriage. Priscilla Lane
and Jeffrey Lynn plan to run away
so as to be alone. They do but return
very embarrassed, to find they have
created a furore at home despite "advanced" ideals. Pix ends with them
married and on the way to Belgium.
Running time, 85 mins . . . Sun. &
Mon. at Cla-Zel is "The Ilardys Ride
High" with Mickey Rooney, another
swell Hardy pix. Hardys supposedly
inherit money, move to Detroit and are
involved in love affairs and escapades.
They finally go back to their home
town. Running time, 80 mins . . .
Lyric Theatre to have a good pix
starting Sunday for five days, "Sargeant Madden" with Wallace Berry.
Story is of a policeman with two sons,
one defiant and the other obedient.
Father (Wallace Berry) has quite a
struggle. Running time, 78 mins . . .

RADIO . . .
Don't forget the time changes on
network programs due to daylight
saving time.
Many programs are
now an hour earlier . . . Fred Waring
and his show will soon be on radio
for a ciggie company . . . Eddy Duchin will leave his program June 1 and
be replaced by Matty Malnick's ork
. . . Phi Beta Kappa will soon go on
the* air . . . For baseball scores and
sport news listen to WSPD on Saturdays 6pm and a new novel program is the Groucl Club over WSPD
on Sundays 5:30pm . . . News from
the feminine point of view can be
heard over WLW Mon. thru Fri.
3:45pm, Dorothy Armstrong is the
woman who formerly was with a Columbus newspaper . . . Lum & Abner
heard over CBS are now in the mining business in California, Norris
"Abner" Goff is prexy of the new
firm, Andy Devine, Phil Harris and
Clark Gable are vice-prexys, Chester
"Lum" Lauck is sec'y while Carole
Lombard is treasurer . . .
ETC . . .
Don't forget the play "Kiss The
Boys Goodbye" at Paramount next
Monday, May 8, the play lampoons
the movie's hunt for a Scarlett O'Hara
. . . There is a new version of Hitler's "Mein Kampf" on the market,
SATEVEPOST has the biggest circulation for magazines, COLLIERS is
second, LIBERTY third and LIFE
fourth . . .

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
Until last Friday night I have been
a rather staunch supporter of thi
policies of our University, However,
after tho "double-check and strongarm" demonstration at the door of the
Inter-Frat dance, I feel that it is going to bo increasingly difficult to maintain student-faculty cooperation.
For the first time in the history of
the University the fraternities were
able to work together and give the
campus its first really well-known
orchestra. In payment for this publicity certain administrative bodies
not only attempted to make the dance
financial failure by barring outsiders, but actually succeeded in starting the evening in an unpleasant atmosphere.
Each student was subjected to close
scrutiny as he entered and outsiders
(carefully selected before being allowed to purchase tickets) went
through a rigorous examination. Every effort was made to make the
dancers feel they were about to do
something unlawful.
The only smiling faculty member
that I noticed was the one at the door
and that wasn't a friendly, welcoming
smile I
At the time of composition, I have
not heard even a small criticism pf
the orchestra or the crowd on the
floor by any student or non-student
guest — and they paid two dollars.
Signed:
Senior Fraternity Man

Dear Editor:
Following is a paragraph from
letter written by a University of
Pittsburgh student in appreciation
of the hearty welcome received by the
Pitt Players when they presented
"Brother Rat" here a short time ago.
"Although Columbus is a bigger
town and Ohio State a bigger school
than B.G.S.U. our audience there
was just about half that which greeted us on your fair campus. Our gang
will long talk about the beauty of the
Denison campus and of the magnificence of the huge campus at Ohio
State but they will recall that at
Bowling Green they enjoyed most of
all putting on their show.
There
they played to the biggest audience
in their history in the smoothest theatre they have been in. There they
did their best job too from a dramatic
standpoint for I am sure the play was
done best at B. G. The crew enjoyed
their job there most, too, for it was a
delight for them to work on that
swell stage, to be able to fly their
sets as they would here in Pittsburgh
and to have lots of space and good
equipment to work with. Although
our auditorium might be considered
more beautiful than yours, there
no question as to the superiority of
your stage with its workshop close at
hand and lots of dressing rooms."

Mrs. F. J. Prout Interested In Civic
And Social Activities Of B. G.
BY SIBYL MOHR

4)

An active club member and home
worker is Mrs. F. J. Prout, wife of
Bowling Green State University's recently appointed president, Dr. Frank
J. Prout.
Mrs. Prout comes originally from
Zanesville, Ohio.
During the 18 years of her residence in Sandusky, Mrs. Prout was
prominently associated with garden
clubs, literary clubs, and other organisations. These and her beautifully
furnished home are her hobbies.
Mrs. Prout has two daughters:
Kathleen, who is an elementary teach-

.

er at Cincinnati, and Frances, also
an elementary instructor at Port Clinton. The young women will spend
the summer with their parents at
Bowling Green.
Although it is not a pleasant thing
to have to leave her home and friends
made during her long stay in Sandusky, nevertheless, Mrs. Prout is
confident that she will enjoy living
in Bowling Green. She is fond of
flowers and the forsythia on the lawn
of the president's home is especially
(Continued on page 4, coL 8)

Dr. F. L. Litchfield and Dr. A. M.
Hayes will be in charge of the tenth
grade English tests May 6. This test
is a part of the District-State Scholarship examination given to 1300 high
school students in this vicinity.
Their student assistants will be:
Edith Anderson. Ruth Baxter, Hannah Blackburn, Catherine Cosentino,
Doris Cottrell, Mary Cress, Marie
Decker, Ruth Dodds, Al Drain, Harriet Ernst, Shirley Francis, Eleanor
Geauman, Mary Louise Gibson, John
Halleck, Kermii Hartxler, Grace
Heater, Evelyn Heminger, Ellen Henderson, Jean Imbody, Barnett Jones,
Virginia Kline, Kathryn Landman,
Donna Logan, Dorothy Mooney, Doris
Obenour, Ruth Richter, Robert Roper,
Norma Sheer, Sydney White, Vera
Wirick, Harriet Wood, and Glendora
Woods.
OgU Heads Shorthand
Miss Nellie Ogle has selected the
following students to assist her in the
shorthand tests:
Raymond Chalmers, Harold Dahms,
Walter Dixon, Walter Dorfmeyer,
Theresa Drewicki. Helen English,
Wilbur Giltz, Marilee Hargesheimer,
Henrietta Tinsman, Leona Keister,
Esther Long, Mary McClurc, Josephine Mercer, Bettie Myers, Helen Neuhauser,
Lawrence Nichols, Mary
Owen, Dorothy Rothrock, Lois Schnur,
Ailene Sparrow, June Stump. Norma
Weckerly, Helen Worstell and I> nellda Zeigler.
Carpentar Handle* Typewriting
Miss Marguerite Carpenter will be
the typewriting examiner. Her student-assistants are:
Phyllis Bellinger, Robert Binau,
Weldon Brooks, Sarah Ann Charles,
Ruth Esckilsen, Betty Ferris, Paulino
Jean Garrett, Helen Gravlin, Ruth
Manna. Betty Hendrickson,
Betty
Holcomb, Genevieve Kellogg. Patty
Krout. Helen Leidy, Helen Maas, Donna McClure, Katherine Mirillian, Arlene Neidhardt. Mary Powney. June
Reed, Leah Mae Reese, Florence
Ruehle, Bettc Sams, Alice Spreng,
Charles Snyder, Elvarita Trimble,
Akin Vaith. Ruth Van Scoyoc, Jeanne
Waugh, and John Westrick.
Knrpp*r, QuilUn on Bookkeeping
Dr. E. G. Knepper and Prof. B.
B. Quill.'ii are in charge of the bookkeeping test. Their student-assistants
will be:
Robert Addison, Margaret Atkins,
Robert Bowers, Jean Conklin, Jerry
Craft, Edna Dotson, Sara Ewing,
Charles Frank, Richard Fruth, Mike
Kormazis, James Ludwick, Dora
Mackling, Don Maglott, Don Mason,
Richard Mougey, Grace Alice Otto,
Harold Parker, Hal Stump, Frances
Willauer, and Dorothy Yocum.
Name Certificate Workers
Faculty members working in tho
office to determine honors and prepare tho certificates of award will
be:
Mrs. Mary Hissong, Miss Lena
Mills, Miss Marvalene Day, Miss
Vivian Craun, Miss Helen McKibben,
Miss Kima Pigg, Miss Ruth Van
Dorn, Miss Alice Roth, Miss M. E.
Reed, Miss Erma Hearn, Miss Neva
West, Dr. H. C. Witherington, Dr.
J. E. Shafer, Dr. L. A. Helms and
Dr. G. W. Cooke.
Their student assistants are: Wava
Althaus, Marcile Allen, Julia Braithwaite, Edna Eichar, Madge Johnson,
Mary Jane May, Moneta Smith, Suzanne Yost, Alice Beatty, Wanda Mae
Christy, Jean Ewing, Norma Hawkins, Charlotte Iman, Margaret Kaiser, Ruth McMeeken, Beatrice Norton,
Irene Pfeifer, Fairy Rader, Virginia
Woods, Kathryn Zeigler, Dorothy Jane
Kiefer, Sibyl Mohr, Muriel Goodrick,
Melva Bidlack, Clarabel Howe, Ruth
Thompson, Phyllis Portmann, Betty
Scovill.

Tasty Tidbits
We hear that a pilgrimage onto
our campus was entertained at the
6-S. house this last Sabbath eve. It's
becoming quite a popular place for
conventions. Pitt seems to like it
. . . Mary Lou Mauerhan, popular
Shatzelite played solitare over the
week-end while Bud Francis took a
certain "Becky" for a long ride. It
hurts when the tables are turned, eh
wot?
In those few spare moments each
day enjoy the great national pastime
at the PARROT dancing to recordings ofthe best bands in the country.
Hint to Larry Nichols—The front
yard is not place to park a car, not
even a good Ford . . . We wish to
congratulate the Publications Committee upon their unanimous choice
for Ruth Osborne as Editor of the
'39-40 Key. No better person ever
could be found on the campus to fill
the job and the Silent One joins the
student chorus in wishing Ozzie the
best of luck.
Drop in the PARROT before that
eight o'clock or that nine o'clock and
treat yourself to a delightful and
nourishing breakfast, washed down
with the finest coffee in Bee Gee.
The Interfraternity Council deserves high praise in their untiring
efforts in bringing a name band on
the campus. We hear it was a sac-'
cess, both socially and financially,
and it is to become an annual affair
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Eight College Track Teams To Carry Colors On B. G. Cinders Saturday
N. W. Ohio Inter-Collegiate Meet
Considered Second In State

All Sorts From All Sports
By Bill Frutig
SOME THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW UNTIL NOW ABOUT THE
GOOD SPORTS ON THE FACULTY
As Charles P. Ward of the DETROIT FREE PRESS colorfully puts it.
"them that has gets".
Stated somewhat differently, if you've got the desire to make something
of yourself, and work to that end; then some day you'll be rewarded for
those efforts. Such is the case of Mr. Lewis Manhart of the College of
Business Administration here at the University . . . The start of this story
goes back to Camp Jessit, Georgia, in 1918 where Mr. Manhart served as a
first class sergeant in the Motor Transport Corps, Unit 305 . . . Received
his discharge from Army on April fools day 1919 . . . Then in '29 was
awarded a degree in Education from the old Bowling Green Normal . . .
Debated for Professor Carmichael during the '28 and '29 season, and a
member of the Pi Kappa Delta honorary fraternity as evidenced from the
gold key on his watch chain . . . Turning from that, he continued his education by working for a Masters degree in economics at Ohio State while supporting a family of four children at the same time . . . Awarded the degree
in '36, and then taught in the Parmasing Hi-school in Cleveland for five
years . . . Has all the doctors degree work pertaining to marketing, statistics,
H*re are Coach Steller ■ mm (uning-up for th« Findlay Oiler*, who
and economics done except the writing of the dissertation itself.
com* here Friday.
They are: Catcher. Allton; batter, George Dunn.
"Uncle Lou" as the boys call him is easy to get along with and is one Standing, left to right: Cliff Michael.!, Ted Grignon, Rodney Boyer,
to look the facts in the eye even though they might be painful to himself
... He likes to laugh, but also likes his job . . . Chief characteristics are
intelligence and common sense . . . Favorite topic of conversation being
baseball, fishing, Shakespeare, and music since he is an accomplished mouthharpist. Before turning his complete attention to the work on his desk he
told me that if you don't intend to do anything about it, worry is silly. But
if you do intend to do something, worry isn't necessary . . . One of the finest
persons on the faculty, and always helpful when he can be.
Prospects Look Good
8 Lettermen Bolster Coach

Findlay Nine Meets Net Team Smothers
DeSales College
Stellermen At
City Park Friday In Season's Opener

MORE PENCIL JOTTINGS FROM THE NICKEL NOTEBOOK

This department wondered aloud the other day just how intercollegiate
tennis teams operate, and this is how Coach Inman explained it.
Bee Gee, in the first place, has a five man team since the Ohio Conference rules provide for such. Each squad ranks its players according to
their ability, and thus the number 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 positions.
A Conference meet usually consists of B singles and 2 doubles matches
with 4 points being awarded the winning player or players of each match.
Three sets are played, and in order to win the four points one must take
two of the three matches.
A strong Falcon team made up of Dick Wilke, Boots Wilkins, Jack
McMahon, Jim Hollinger, and Fritz Barna took their first Intercollegiate
match from De Sales college Saturday last by winning all of the matches.
This is known as a 5 love affair, or just a plain shutout.
In spite of the Ypsi defeat last week, Coach Landis feels that the team
as a whole did better . . . Surprise performance of the day being Ben Schulman's better-than-40-foot put on a painful arch . . . Other good times were
those of Clarence Gotterba, Bill Frank and Bob Habenstien in the 220, 880,
and 440 respectively . . . Dwight Tocdter's leg bothered him; the relay team
of Frank Higham, George Rozelle, Bob Habenstien, and Bill Frank turned
in the best time to date; while Cloyce Bushong proved to be razor sharp and
in the best condition of his career by winning the javelin event in a meet
against one of the best track teams in the country today.

Falcon Tracksters Trounce Weak
Findlay College Team, 99-32
A spirited group of Bowling Green
State University thinclads displayed
unexpected power as they trounced
Findlay College in a dual track meet
last Saturday, 99-32. The meet was
held at the local high school field.
This victory is the first out door
triumph r<r the Falcons who have
dropped contests to Michigan State
Normal and Baldwin Wallace.
Findlay captured but three firsts
during the afternoon and was never
a definite threat to the strong Falcons.

PETTY'S
Garage and Gat Sta.
Lubricate And Change Oil

"W« Never Close"
Opposite the Post Office

Compliments of

The Bank of
Wood County
Member
Tbe Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

At'

SHELL CAFE
on East Wooiier St.

SPORTETTES
By SYBIL MOHR

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The second round of the women's
tennis meet is olmost completed, leaving about ten players still in the game.
Frances Williamson, Bowling Green,
meets Rose O'Brien, Painesville; Naomi Powell, Bowling Green, plays Betty Hendrickson, Sandusky; Virginia
Cross, Bowling Green, will battle
Lynne Gannon, Maumee; Florence
Coover, Toledo, meets Ruth Barnes,
Deshler; Rose Marie Mirillian, Cleveland, and Bonnie Boulis, Owosso,
Michigan, have played off their second round match, with Boulis advancing to the third round.

Kessell's Horse-hiders
Local baseball fans will be able to
view the Falcon nine for the first
time this year when the team plays
host to the highly touted Findlay
Oilers at the City Park diamond Friday in the first of a two game, homeand-home series.
The Oilers, coached by Howard
Kosscll of Purdue, come to Bowling
Green with a lineup that finds only
one member of last year's varsity
missing. This team last year won 10
of its 14 game schedule, which included the top teams of Northwestern
Ohio. In so doing they amassed 132
runs, an average of 8.8 runs per
game meanwhile holding their opposition to a 4.4 per gume average. Five
members of the starting nine had a
last year's batting average of over
300.
The pitching staff is headed by
Snoddy, who won six and lost three
last year. He is ably assisted by Tom
Colstons, who won three and lost one
lust year. Coach Steller will "shoot
the works" in order to humble the
visiting neighbors and to guin revenge
for a 10-3 setback issued them by the
Oilers last season.

Falcon Netmen Face
DeSalcs, Bluff ton
Squads This Week

For Successful Year
Tennis returned to Bowling Green's
Intercollegiate sports program after
I lapse of two years, due to the lack
of playing facilities, last week when
Coach Inman's racketeers scored an
impressive 5-0 white washing over
tlv racket yielding Sailors of Toledo
DeSales.
Tennis prospects look bright, indeed, for the Falcons and with the
c polling of the seven new courts behind the stadium, u real tennis prosperity shou'i! blossom forth.
The B. G. paddle swingers seemed
to posses* about everything when
they easily took the Toledo lads into
earn p.
Load by Dick Wilke, who plays
first man, the team consists of
"Boots" Wilkens, Jack McMahon, Jim
Hoilingir and Frits Bamu.

Sigma Delta Psi
Tests To Be Passed
By Thursday, May 4
Varsity men are going through 15
athletic tests Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of this week in an attempt to qualify for membership in
Sigma Delta Psi, national honorary
athletic fraternity.
Only three former B. G. S. U.
athletes have been able to pass these
contests.
James Inman. assistant
football coach here, and Bernard
Warner passed them in 1930. Harlan
Kinney succeeded last year.
The 100-yard dash, 120-low hurdles,
running broad-jump, and high-jump
were yesterday's events on the athletic
field. The shot-put, baseball throw,
javelin throw or football punt, and
mile run are scheduled for today on
the University track. The final events
tomorrow include rope climb, hand
stand, hand spring, and fence vault
in the gym.
Those athletes who have already
passed some of the tests are: "Mat"
Dotson, "Duff" Madaras, Clyde Kinney, Dick Hagcmeyer, Frank Barna,
Lyn Powell, Frank Higham, and
Bill Franks.
Several others have
signed to make initial attempts for
the coveted goal.

Falcon Ball Club TOLEDO U. FAVORED
Drops Bluffton 14-9 TO REPEAT: OTHER
TEAMS ARE STRONG
To Open Season
Bowling Green opened its 1930
baseball season by hamm°ring out a
14-8 decision over Bluffton College
last Tuesday, April 25, in the Beaver
town.
Tommy Singell. Falcon right bander, served notice that he intends tC
cause opposing bntters much trouble.
as he handcuffed the Uluffton nine
by pitching six innings of hitless
ball. He tired in the seventh, however,
and allowed four runs to cross the
plate before he was relieved by Lefty
I Miller. The southpaw was nicked for
three hits and two runs in the eighth.
Wayne Stewart pitched the final inning and held the home team hitless,
but shaky fielding let two runs in.
The Falcons wasted no time in getting started at the plate. Stcele was
hit by a pitched ball; Pick walked.
And the runnels were advanced on
Stewart's sacrifice bunt. Both runners galloped home on Rod Beyer's
first double of the afternoon, but
Ilium and McNeil were retired to end
the inning.

Frosh Baseball Men
Meet For Practice
Freshman bwtebmll, under the reins
of Coach Ockermnn, got under way
Monday of this week. The first lYw
niffhta will be devoted to practice.
After this Frosh will engage the varsity in a Hcrimmage game, Monthly,
Wednesday and Friday of euch week.
As there is a limited space, the roster
will probably have to be sliced, leaving those with the most ability and
ambition on the squad,
It has not been decided by the athletic department yet, whether or not
numerals will be awarded.
A complete list of freshman candidates and their positions will appear
in the next issue.

Women's Telegraphic Meet
Extends For Two Weeks

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
— Same Day Service —
Laundry Service, shirt* 15c

J. J. CURRY
OPTOMETRIST
Ph. 9141

116 E. Court

Leitman's Dry Cleaners
176 N. Main

Ph. 7611

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

on her day
Milk - Bond Bread
Cigarettes, Cigars, Tobacco, Candy, Gum

An 8x10 photograph of
you for only

$1.00
(Wednesday only)
Complete selection of proofs

AH kinds of sandwiches
All kinds of cold drinks
Geo. Aldrich
IrV^MrVWIArVlrrrVVVWMrVVMrV

Ariel Walker
Studio
104 N. Main

Ph. 9041

^.As^s^s^a-»y^A/v^^^Jvs<,vvvv^J^rf^s^i^v^rt

Good Milk
Builds Strong
Bones
DRINK MODEL
IT'S PROTECTED

MODEL
DAIRY
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiMiiiiiiiiiiiuiiimiiiinMtiiiM

BERGUNDY
CHERRY SODA

15c

^&&++^*++i**+IJ\r+ir+++J***+++k

Give Mother your
PHOTOGRAPH

25c
QUICK LUNCH

Roy Klever

■--^--^-----"-"-"-■-"

ICE CREAM
Bars - Pint* - Quarts

Finals Begin At 1:30
Rowling Green State University
will be host to the annual Northwestern Ohio Colleges Invitational
Track meet this Saturday, May (!.
This is the second largest collegiate
track and field meet held in Ohio, being approached In size and color only
by the Ohio Conference meet which
is being held at Granville, Ohio, this
season.
Visiting the Howling Green campus
to compete will lie teams front eight
Ohio colleges ami Universities, including Toledo
University,
Ohio
Northern, Heidelberg. Uluffton. Defiance, Findlay and Wittenberg. Full
teams are expected from all entrants
except Wittenberg, Findlay and Defiance. The total number nf individual competitors is expected to reach
the 150 mark.
Toledo University captured the
championship last year with 74 points
and may repeat that performance
Saturday. A mile relay team representing Toledo in the IVmi Relays
came in fifth in a race timed at 3:15,
which is much faster than any other
entrant has run the same distance.
The Falcons should give Toledo their
best competition and .should end up in
the number two spot.
The University's newly completed
track and field plant will be used for
the first time this spring unit should
Improve the meet, even though it
may not yet be in perfect condition.
Preliminaries will ho held from ten
to eleven a. m. Saturday morning
with the finals occupying the complete afternoon. The list of final
events is as follows:
1 iW—Pole Vault, Shot Put
2:00—High Jump, Discus, Mile Run
2:10—440 Yd. Run
2:20—100 Yd. Dash
2:30—120 Yd. High Hurdles
2:40—880 Yd. Ron
2:50—220 Yd. Dash
3:00—Broad Jump, Javelin
3:00—Two Mile Run
3:15—220 Yd. Low Hurdles
3:25—Mile Relay

In the next two weeks all University women are invited to become
Robin Hoods and get out the old bow W^SMMMV^^ft^WWWA^
and arrow.
BARNEY'S POOL
Last year Bowling Green ranked
ROOM
well in advance of many well-known
BILLIARDS AND POOL
colleges in the Intercollegiate Tele140 N. Main St.
graphic meet, and all archers should
practice diligently so that our stand- WWWWWWVWM^VWWW/
ing may be even higher in 1039.
Comer on, you archers, let's dust
We Feed 'em Right
on" your vim, vigor and vitality and
Come in and try it I
put B. G. S. U. on the sports map!

The Falcon netmen will resume
their tennis warfare this week with
matches against Bluffton and DeSales.
Very little is known about the
Bluffton Beavers' strength, but if
traditions arc to be considered the
Mennonites will boast a tough tennis
team again this year. The match is
SPECIAI
scheduled for the Bluffton courts
We clean all Suede Shoes
Tuesday afternoon.
It will not rub off.
DeSales will come to B. G. Friday
CHURCH SHOE SHOP
afternoon for the expressed purpose
146 W. Wooster
of avenging a 6-0 trouncing that the
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
local boys posted on their record a
Baseball tourney games are being week ago.
Latest line of
played off whenever weather permits.
MAGAZINES
Thursday, Apr>l 27, saw the Falcon- Freshman Track Material
ettes, headed by Betty Hendrickson,
CORNER
Sandusky, lined up against the Slug- Stars In Liberty Meet
NEWS STAND
masters, captained by Ruth Allen.
Several brilliant track prospects
^*^A/vvw%s»%sa.A/v%s^sni^i^snjvss^s^s^s^^vv
The Slugnrasters came out on top displayed their wares last Thursday
^a^fts-WafS»"\»*rf,\rt»-\s^rt»r%A«^s^*
with a score of 11-8. In another game when the frosh squad met Liberty ^VVWV^rtrVWrfVW\/V^/\^VWW*
ATLANTIC
WHITE
FLASH
the Wallop Wonders, led by Agnes High School in an informal meet at
Mother's Day
Motor Oil and Gasoline
Clark, Bedford, went down before the the high school field.
"more miles for your money"
is
battling Luckey Strikes, led by Helen
Rotsel took both dashes in good
Worsted, Bloomdale, to the tune of times, 220 in 23.5 and 100 in 10.6.
WHITE FLASH STA.
Sunday, May 14th
18-11.
Cor. Wash, .and Main
Rappaport sprinted the 440 in 54.6.
Headquarters for Mother's Day
SHUFFLE BOARD
Cards and Gifts at
For students who do not play tennis there are four fully-equipped outdoor shuffle board courts which are
now available for use. They are located near the tennis courts and there
are no special rules governing their
use.

Prelims Are Sat. A. M.;

SPORTSWEAR

Make The

GIANT
HAMBURG
Your regular stop for
large

delicious

ham-

burgs and malted milks.

One order of each
makes a full meal

FREE PRETZELS
with lunchea on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridayg

All The Season's Leaders Are Here!
EXTRA PANTS

SPORTSWEAR SHIRTS

Expertly tailored; fine for dress,
In browns, greens, tan, grey and
pleated fronts, plaids, herringButton front, extra
bones, and the combinations, in- maroons.
cluding: all colors of green, tans, pocketll. Ideaj for COmfort.
greys, etc.

Buttermilk
All yon can drink

5c

Fall Ha* of
Meadow Gold Dairy Product.

$3.75 pair

97c

G*£h*o$uutfG^

Holland Ice
Cream Store
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SEVEN SISTER AND SKOL SORORITIES
PLAN ANNUAL FORMALS THIS WEEKEND
Toledo Orchestra, Jim Vollmer And Dick Hanselman
Scheduled To Play Here Friday and Saturday Nights
Two sorority formals are scheduled for this week-end with
the Skol Dance on Friday, May 5, and the Seven Sister Dance on
Saturday, May 6. The I<as Amigas affair is the only remaining
dance and is scheduled for May 27.
Frankie Williamson, Joyce Murphy, Marguerite Barker, and Jean Kinney have worked out a
decoration scheme to simulate a French vineyard
with purple balloons as grapes. Indirect lighting will be used in the Reception Hall, where the
dance is scheduled to be held. Dick Hanselman
of Toledo has been engaged to play for the affair.
Many alumni are expected to return on Friday
and will stay for the alumni luncheon at 1 p. m.
on Saturday at the Sorority House.
V. Fr«nc<i
In a flower garden built around a pool the
Seven Sisters will dance at their annual formal dance in the Reception Hall this Saturday, May 6. Jimmy Vollmer of Toledo, is
playing for the dance. Working on the decorations are Marian
Kncpper and Ruth Spackman, while
Y Cirlt Attend Conference
At Lake Erie College
Seven members of the University
Y. W. C. A. attended the spring training conference for the Northern Ohio
area at Lake Erie College, Paincsville,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Several outstanding
speakers
from
Cleveland gave talks on the general
theme of "Creative Leadership."
Local representatives were Norma
Sheer, Chagrin Falls; Agnes Dinsmore, Fostoria; Dondus Bcrndt, Walbridgc; Margaret Wilson, Bowling
Green; M. Margesheimer, Van Wert;
Virginia Woods and Dorothy Kicfer,
Maumee. Miss A. Wrey Warner of
the physical education department,
accompanied the young women, and
was in charge of two discussion
groups; one on "Advisory Boards
and another on the problem of "Recreation."
«»
o
Faculty Members^ Attend
Meeting At Michigan
Miss Neva West, Miss Maude
Doane, Dr. H. C. Witherington, and
Dr. W. C. Hoppcs attended the Tenth
Annual Conference of Teacher Educators, sponsored by the School of
Education of the University of
Michigan last Thursday.
Tho group participated in a discussion of controversial issues in
teacher-educating and attended a luncheon. They visited the University
of Michigan ElemenUiry School, a
laboratory, in the afternoon.
A survey of 600 faculty members
from 9 institutions showed that there
is general agreement as to what is
desirable in this field but there is a
great discrepancy in practice.
o
<>
Home Economics Practice
Apartment Complete! Year
Katherine Zicglcr, Agnes Dinsmore, Edith Hopkins, and Irene I'feiffer, moved from the home economics
practice apartment on Tuesday, April
SK, This is the last of the four groups
of girls to manage the apartment
this year in charge of Miss Johnson.

PERMANENTS
Baby Dear coif in cusily achieved with one of our personalized
permanents.

$2.50 t
MONTY'S
Beauty Salon
131 W. Wooster

Ph. 2611

WW««WN^^WWA/WWWW
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on the refreshment committee are
Grace Heater and Arlyne Muhlhan.
Both committees are being assisted
by the 14 pledges. Among the guests
will be Miss Caroline Nielsen and
Miss Florence Litchfield, sorority advisers. The receiving ^ line will be
headed by Miss Betty Gaeth, president of the Seven Sister Sorority.
«>
o
April Birthday* Observed
At Shatzel Hall
Shatzel Hall girls enjoyed a birthday dinner Thursday evening when
13 girls whose birthdays were in April
were entertained. Each girl who sat
at the birthday table- received a small
pansy corsage.
Pansies also were
placed on the other tables as centerpieces. After the dinner, served formally, several of the girls spoke on
the different trips they hud tuken over
the past month. Ruth Meek told of
her trip with the debate teams to
Rockhill, South Carolina.
o
<>
Vollmar's Park To Be
Scene Of Delhi Stag
The annual Delhi stag party w
be held next Wednesday May 10, at
Vollinar's Park. All brothers are urged lo attend as this is one affair when
good fellowship dominates. Those
brothers planning to attend will meet
at the Delhi house at 6 p. m.
The Delhi men thought that last
Friday night's dance was fine and
that the
Inter-fraternity Council
should make these big dances an annual affair.
The new Delhi officers were installed last night by former prexy,
Jim Huntington.
«>
<>
Five Brother Stag Party
Tonight Is Annual Affair
Bill Fraker is convalescing from
un appendicitis operation that was
performed last week after he was
suddenly tnken ill. He has been in
Flower Hospital, Toledo, and the last
report was that he is recovering
rapidly.
The Five Brother house was host
to two out of town guests last weekend. They were Professor Murphy of
the Ohio State University speech department, and Kermit Shock, a Delta
Sigma Phi of Wittenberg.
The Five Brother Fraternity would
like to express their appreciation to
the Interfratemity Council for the
fine dance last week.

Western Reserve U. COMMONERS PRESENT RING TO AL CRYER Inter-Frat Dance
Success As Name
Woman Gives
FOR ACHIEVEMENT AND PERSONALITY
Band Draws Crowd
Address At Dinner Spitier, Frat President, To
Receive
Charm
Gavel
Mrs. Jordan,
Western Reserve
Fletcher Henderson dance of
from me to you lastTheFriday
night, attended by 225
University instructor, spoke on "Home
Making as a Profession" at the annual banquet of the Home Economics
Club at the Woman's Club, April 26.
Mrs. Jordan teaches several courses
on the home and family at Western
Reserve and is co-author of the textbook "The Home and the Family."
The new officers, Margaret Kaiser,
president; Arylene
Mulhan, vicepresident; Catherine Bilderback, secretary; Dondus Berndt, treasurer,
were formally installed at this meeting.
The program also included a vocal
solo by Gene Lewis, and a cello solo
by Charlotte Iman.
o
a
Women Must Find Place
In Society, Say Dean
Women must learn to think less
personall} and to distinguish between
worth-while things and "piffle" else
they will not take their proper place
in the world, according to Miss Grace
Zorbaugh, associate dean of women,
Ohio State University, who spoke
Wednesday, April 26, to local college
women.
Miss Zorbaugh was introduced to
the students by Weldon Brooks, Fostoria, president of the Women's Self
Governing Association which sponsoicd the talk. Following the address
a reception for the dean was held
in the Reception Hall.
o
«>
W.A.A. Plans CampRre
Meeting This Evening
A campfiro party for all W. A. A.
members will
follow the regular
monthly meeting of the organization
this evening. The party will be held
at the Urschel pool, with games and
campfire songs as entertainment.
Joyco Murphy and Naomi Powell are
planning refreshments suitable for
the evening, and Grazia Grant and
Frances Williamson ure in charge of
games.
All W. A. A. members arc asked
to register for the party on the physical education bulletin board.

<>

•

<>

<>

Beta Pi Theta Entertains
Alumni At Annual Luncheon
The alumni und active members of
Beta Pi Theta were entertained at a
one o'clock luncheon at The Woman's
Club, Saturday. This luncheon was
in the form of a reunion and each of
the ahimni group guve a short talk.
A welcome was given by Blanche
Ruch, president, and a piano solo played by Dorothy Robertson. The program was concluded with group singing.

Candlelight Ceremony Held
For Las Amigas Pledges
Las Amigas added 11 active members to their number at a formal initiation in their Prospect Street house
last night. The service was a simple
candlelight ceremony presided over
by Norah Gluas, President, and Helen
Smeltz, Vice-President. Vennie Pctcof, Ruth Meek, Mary Ellen Hill, Jean
Diver, Joan Brown, Jeanne Bradley,
Marjorie Hutchinson, Nan Evans,
Donna Ruth Dichl, and Idabcll Cross
are the new members.
Among the sorority alumnae who
returned for the Fletcher Henderson
dance were Marjorie Lindcckcr, Betty
Nan Bowdle, Eleanor Epley, Ann
Yachee, Virginia Fry, and Wahnita
Kirschner.
«»
o

Mrs. Prout Is Interested
In Bowling Green
(Continued from page 2. col. 4)
attractive to her.
Mrs. Prout expressed her willingness to cooperate with civic or social
activities in Bowling Green, and is
looking forward to making her home
here.

Dance Orchestra
JIMMIE VOLLMER

FOR RENT
2, FIVE ROOM
APARTMENTS

for the 5 Parker Pen
>W
, $1,000 CcJUae Scholarship Mf
^Conrssts^
MUM to lay to Win

try the

Campus Parties Plan
May 10 Campus Elections
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
The Campus Government Association presents the following'candidates:
Student council: Seniors, Paul
Lad<l, Abe Keown, Margaret Ernst;
juniors, Dale Good, Meredith Miller,
Margaret Bender; sophomores, Clyde
Xpitler, Janet Stump, Vennie Petcof.
Junior social committee: Bob Habenstein.
Editor of the Bee Gee News: Rich's, rd Lilley.
Assistant Editor of the Key: Dick
Fruth.

Class Visits Times
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
the trip Wednesday night, April 26,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Scott, included Bernicc Dennis,
Eugene Willett, Sibyl Mohr, Marjorie
Squire, George Squire, Carl Roth,
Robert Smith, Len Kaiser, Al Sautter, Al Cryer, Ruth Osborn, Frieda
Specht, Virginia Cross, Dave Cross,
and Peggy Slade.

HERE'S BEAUTY ON
A BUDGET!
Individual Hair Style 35c
Permanents $1.98 up
All permanents guaranteed

Creative
Beauty Shop
123 E. Court

Ph. 9811

^r^/^s^^s^MAAm^^s^^vvi

THOSE

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop
Special Rate
For College Students
We press Tun
Formal* cleaaed

Located ut

Features—
• Automatic Hsat
• Mr Conditioned
• Soil Water Plumbing
• Nswly Decorated
e New Fixtures Throughout

Dial 7031

To those of you who are in doubt
as to man's ambition, it's to get married! In all sincerity and seriousness, they have stated their desire
for a home and family. The unusual
feature is that none of them wanted
to travel, as the women, or be very
daring or adventursome.
All Types
The average man's ambitions are
practical, with the exception of one
you will notice: A principal or superintendent in a high school; physician, aviator, good husband, radio
work, p h o t o grapher, agriculturist, corporation lawyer; a
tycoon in finance,
be on a physical
education staff;
the campus cynic and woman
hater (found on
another
page)
wants to inherit
some money and
P'tIT Slade
stay drunk; writer; editor; minister; and a politician.
Our Specials
Al Sautter, friendly and jitterbuggish freshman—"I hope to be able to
successfully coach a high school team
to a state championship or if opportunity presents itself, I would enjoy
radio announcing and sports commentating. I want a wife and children,
a nice home of my own. and a large
library of recorded dance music."
Dale Good, redheaded and quiet* ?)
sophomore—"I hope to be a successful business man - a mortician - and
to have a (good) home, marriage and
raise a family of four. I want to
settle in a small town about Bowling
Green's size, and that's about all I
want I guess."
Howard shine, dark and subtle junior—"My ambition is to become a
lawyer, to have a nice yacht and
home and a wife but at the present
time I don't know how many children."
Bill Frank, the track streak and
steady-going-senior—"My ambition is
to be an executive in an A T and T
(American Telephone and Telegraph)
Corporation or a junior accountant in
an accounting firm. I hope to have
a wife and a family of not more than
two children."
Whether Dr. Burkhart was correct
or not in saying, "Man chases after
a woman till she gets him," it is obvious man is anxious to be caught.

couples, went down in annals as the
biggest dance this University has
had. It was the first all-campus
dance sponsored by the Interfraternity Council.
The rhythm and finesse of Fletcher's music not only attracted dancers, but there were a few balcony
on-lookers, who helped the dance
along by purchasing tickets.
Among the dancers several faculty
members and their wives were seen,
as were a good many alumni, who
returned for the affair.
The vari-colored spotlights and the
picket fence enclosing the orchestra
■ t.inil were the simple decorations
used. A feature of the 15-piece orchestra was the singer, who attracted much attention and applause.
The men who worked hard to bring
this big-time band here and make it
a financial success were Paul Powell,
president of the
Inter-Fraternity
Council, Don Maglott, Charles Ferris.

LIGHT
COLORS

I.V^^LVW^^V.^

122 South Prospect St
e

N. S. Crosby

by peggy slade

B. G. Host To Preps
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
big John Keown, Irma Stevens and
Mary Copus will give readings. In
the afternoon two one act plays will
be presented.
These plays are "Town Hall Tonight" and "The Fall of the City."
This latter play was written for radio presentation by Archibald Mac
l.iesh. It is in poetic form, and it
will lie given over a loud speaker to
gain the effects for which it was created.
Athletic Program Planned
Mr. Warren E. Steller of the physical education department will have scnted by the athletic department is
charge of the program of games in the Northwestern Ohio College Track
the men's gym and the athletic field Meet at 1:30.
at 12:46. Miss A. Wrey Warner will
present members of the Modern Dance
^rtAArtAftrtrtrtA^^^rtA
Club in the reception hall at the same
time.
High school students and
For a—
friends will have the opportunity to
participate in social dancing during
REFRESHING
this hour.
DRINK
The outstanding feature to be preW^^MflrWMSMAfVWIWWW

fomefuHt/mdftt

111 W. Woo.i.r
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Five Sister Pledges To Wear
Party Clothes 'Hell Week'
Five Sister pledges will experience
traditional "Hell Week" beginning
Tuesday evening, May 2 until Tuesduy, May 0. Pledges will be compelled
to dress up in party clothes instead
of the usual attire worn during hell
week. The week will be climaxed with
hi II night on May 9.
Many projects such as book making,
pillow making, etc., have been taken
over by the pledges.

Elmer Cryer, graduating senior,
was voted the most outstanding senior in the Commoner fraternity in
a popular election at the fraternity's
last regular meeting.
Cryer will be presented in the near
future with the Commoner's outstanding-senior-award. He will be
presented with a specially designed
ring bearing the Commoner insignia.
At the same time Richard Spitier,
president, will be honored with a
charm gavel.
Commoner pledges have taken the
second degree. This week the pledges
are garbed in the traditional white
trousers and dark coats for their
campus initiation. The third degree
will be given in two weeks.

40c
75c

Sheets
Pillow Cases

8c
3 Me

Towels
W..h Cloths

2c
Ic

Home Laundry and
Dependable Dry
Cleaners
166 W. Wooster

Dial 2981

WILL BE KEPT BRIGHT
IF YOU LET US CLEAN
THEM RIGHT.

.75c plain garments

Sanitary Dry
Cleaners
139 E. Wooster

Ph. 6611

•
FOR INFORMATION CBU

GIBSON'S HOME

86S1

RESTAURANT
Greyhound Tickets
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiM

>

5721
MRS. GLEN SHERER
HI Brail five.

Sale! Sale!

f

Mother
wants your

Portrait
New low prices on reorders

Come to Kessel's for big
savings in coats and dresses.
Great reductions are now
being offered in their big
spring cleanup. All choice
styles in most sizes.
A
small deposit will hold any
article until needed.

PORTER'S STUDIO
UHLMAN'S
>«»—»##—»—#«

»«#*#*#»»»»»i

Ph. 5611

CLA-ZEL

LYRIC

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
May 3-4-5
PRISCILLA LANE in

WED.-THUR.
May 3-4
CHAS. LAUGHTON in

"Yes, My Darling
Daughter"

FRI -SAT.

May 8-6

The Three Mesquiteers in

"The Night Riders"
8 Days Sterling Sen., May 7

Shop now and save at

"Mexicali Rose"
Also
"Mystery Plane"

KESSEL'S

SUN.-MON.
May 7-8
Open 2:15 San.
M. ROONEY - L. STONE in

"The Hardys Ride High"
WAAAfWAAr^rWWWtArWWWVW

"The Beachcomber"

SAT. — Open 2:15 — May •
Pal Night (2 admissions 81c)
GENE AUTRY in

from portraits already made.

215 Bank Bldg.

AT THE BOWLING GREEN THEATRES

Admission lie and 16c
Open 2:16 Sun.
WALLACE BERRY in

"Sergeant Madden"
With T. BROWN, A. CURTIS
Neat Week
"PYGMALION"

